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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: The information about digital examination provided by the scientific literature is quite insufficient. Therefore, digital examination of the occlusion is an object of analysis not only in Bulgaria but in other countries as well. No evidence for digital occlusal analysis on Hall-crowned teeth was found in the prosthetic part of the pediatric dentistry.

AIM: The aim of this article is to conduct a study on the occlusal balance with T-scan after treatment with preformed metal crowns (PMCs) using the Hall technique.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Object of the clinical study were 50 crowned primary teeth. Unit of observation with the T-scan 8 system were occlusal articulation relationships in primary and early mixed dentition after the Hall technique.

RESULTS: The results confirmed equal occlusal relationships in both sides – the crowned teeth compared with the symmetrical natural teeth. The occlusal contacts were with a similar value of the summary masticatory force compared with the control group of natural teeth.

CONCLUSION: The received data confirmed that the restoration of decayed teeth with preformed metal crowns maintained the occlusal harmony in the dentition.
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INTRODUCTION

The digital examination of the occlusion is object of analysis for the foreign (1-7) as well as the Bulgarian studies. The T-scan system use allows fast and accurate identification of the masticatory force distribution on the occlusal contact points in the maximal intercuspidation (8,9,10) and in dynamics (2,11,12), as it gives information about the time parameter. In Bulgaria, Krysteva (13,14) was the first to
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publish scientific evidence about the T-scan system concept of work. A scientific contribution in the examination of the masticatory pressure with the assistance of the digital analysis was marked by the scientific researches of Kalychev (15,16). He developed a computer program for determination of the occlusal forces, the surface of the contact points, and the occlusal pressure using an additional software in combination with the T-scan II system.

In 2013, Djorova and Andreeva (17) described a method of examination of the occlusal relations with T-scan in the final phase of the orthodontic treatment of different malformations (17,18,19).

For the first time in Bulgaria, in 2014, Dimova-Gabrovska (20) (group E) conducted a study with a T-scan III system in patients with bruxism and bruxomania. Based on methodological sequence of examining the occlusal-articulation relationships with an articulation paper and the T-scan were registered the interdental relations in patients with bruxism and patients with normal occlusion assessed on the Andrews scale without functional pathology of the masticatory apparatus. The registered results were analyzed in the sequence - Algorithm for Analysis of the Occlusion and the Articulation in Patients with Bruxism and Bruxomania by Dimova, including analysis of different parameters of the stability of the occlusion in the maximal intercuspidation (MIP); of the articulation relations of the protrusion, of the left and right lateral occlusion and the occlusal relations in central condylar position.

The literary reference did not show evidence on the opportunities of the digital occlusal analysis in the prosthetic treatment in pediatric dentistry, and the treatment with preformed metal crowns (PMCs) using the Hall technique in particular.

**AIM**

The aim of this article is to conduct examination of the occlusal balance with T-scan after treatment with PMCs using the Hall technique.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Object of the clinical study were 50 crowned teeth. Unit of observation were occlusal articulation relationships in primary and early mixed dentition after the Hall technique. A digital analysis of the occlusal articulation relationships with the T-scan 8 system for an evaluation of the occlusal harmony in the dentition one year after the crown application.

**RESULTS**

The insufficient literature data regarding the occlusal characteristics of the Hall crowned teeth was the reason for the addition of digital occlusal analysis with the T-scan 8 system and verification of the occlusion.

The results confirmed that the restoration with PMCs of teeth affected by caries did not disturb the occlusal relations. The occlusal contacts accomplished between PMCs and the natural antagonists were characterized by a similar value of the full masticatory force compared to that of the symmetrical...
teeth. The presented figures showed balanced distribution of the forces in the central occlusion, with higher value of the masticatory force in distal direction – Filtchev phenomenon (15). This is demonstrated also by fields with super-strong contacts, which the software registered and showed as yellow areas (Fig. 1).

The occlusal harmony in central occlusion is graphically presented (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). It gave the impression that in the time interval B-C (time of

![Fig. 2. Localization of the marker in the center of the force on the object with symmetrical and balanced distribution of the summary force in MIP)](image1)

![Fig. 3. Contouring and graphical images of the distribution of the force in double force field)](image2)
MIP) the green and the red force curves had parallel direction and overlap, which means equivalent force distribution in both halves of the frames in MIP, 50.0% (Fig. 2) and 50.6% to 47.4% - left to right (Fig. 3), respectively.

Another important element, which represents the force balance, was the placement of the marker in the center of the force. In the examined group it is positioned on the object of the force in the MIP frame.

Fig. 3 shows optimal occlusal relationships where the marker of the center of the force is on the object, and its trajectory is parallel to the palatal medial line from the place of the first contact between the teeth until reaching multiple contacts in MIP.

**DISCUSSION**

Our results confirmed the ones from other authors (17,19,21) according to which a month after the application of the crowns by the conventional method the occlusal relationships were completely compensated.

The high caries distribution among children (22-27), as well as all diseases of hard tooth tissues in all age groups, necessitates the need of searching for other alternative methods of restoration and treatment of children's teeth in the field of pediatric dentistry (28-30).

The use and the high-quality application of PMCs provides the integrity and the health of the tooth until its physiological exfoliation, without any replacement of the restoration. PMCs are valuable tool in the clinical treatment options for the dentist, especially for restoration of severely destroyed primary molars (31,32,33).

A new approach for treatment of primary molars with PMCs was implemented by Evans et al. (34). The crowns are cemented without previous caries excavation or tooth preparation, without any local anesthesia. Similar clinical trials are going on to compare the longevity and the efficiency of PMCs applied using the Hall technique and conventional restorations, which are preferred by most of the dentists as a restoration material for primary molars (35). Before the Hall technique, the opportunities for restoration materials of primary teeth in the pediatric dentistry were quite limited (36).

The method may be a good alternative for children who are incapable of enduring the conventional methods of treatment with local anesthesia. However, this technique cannot be used in all clinical cases and is contraindicated for teeth with pulp inflammation (37-40).

For now, the data from the scientific studies regarding PMCs as a tool for restoration of severely destroyed primary molars are quite insufficient. However, it was proved that they were the option with the highest success rate regarding the mechanical durability with an average longevity of 40 months. For the primary molars they provide excellent tightness for non-operative caries sealing by the Hall technique and after pulpal treatment with vital and mortal methods. PMCs have a protective effect concerning secondary caries and teeth-jaw malformations as they can serve as abutments for space maintainers, when it is necessary. All comparisons made between the filling materials and PMCs used for treatment of caries affecting several surfaces reported the advantage of PMCs (41,42,43).

**CONCLUSION**

The received data confirmed that the restoration of decayed teeth with PMCs maintained the occlusal harmony in the dentition.
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